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Von Puraido

Kapitel 54: 

The students that needed it got treatment from Recovery Girl, the pros as well. Some
of them were very happy how everything went down, others were kinda frustrated.
They chatted about the day, but Mashirao and Yuga stayed silent for most of it. Koji
too, he felt like he had failed the exam.

Momo comforted Kyoka who was a little bit depressed. She had technically lost the
exam for cuffing herself. Momo tried to cheer her up by saying that they might
consider this.

Eijiro, Izuku, Shoto and Hitoshi were back in their rooms, they thought about their
failures as well. Hitoshi was sure he passed the exam, but he still felt like he did
nothing. Shoto was sulking over the loss against his father. Was he still so inferior?
Eijiro and Izuku were sad that they lost control again. Izuku felt guilty that he had
alpha commanded Mirio.

Katsuki on the other hand was kind of happy that he could stop Izuku this time. He
felt good that he wasn’t such a bad omega any longer.

Mina apologized profusely to Mashirao and Yuga for not being there on time, but they
said it was not her fault. They could have run away instead of fighting.

On the following day, they were all pretty tense, they hoped they passed the exam.
Denki was literally vibrating from tension.

Aizawa entered the class and swiftly he came to the point. “We will now discuss the
results of the exam.”

“Yuga Aoyama; failed. You got captured by Pixie Bob. Even though you fought really
hard but your Quirk was not suited for this type of battle. You should have realized
that it was a losing battle and retreated. You should know from last years exam that
sometimes retreat is the better option than going down. In a real scenario you would
be captured now, or worse dead. Otherwise, your fire power greatly improved, so this
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was a plus point.”

Aoyama nodded he of course knew that he had lost, he still frowned.

“Mina Ashido; passed. You did a great job this time. You fought really well you
managed to capture Ectoplasm on your own and you helped your team to fight
against Pixie Bob and Best Jeanist, also you managed to calm down Kirishima. You out
did yourself this time. You even went plus ultra with your quirk, but you need to be
more careful, it helps no one if you use it to a point you become incapacitated.”

“Yes sir” she murmured. She was still sad, that she couldn’t help Yuga and Mashirao,
but she was also a little proud, because of the praise.

“Tsuyu Asui; passed. You worked as a team with Uraraka and Sero and you managed
to capture Ryukyu as well as Pixie Bob in team effort. You work really well together
with your classmates and you avoided being seriously injured. You also took care of
your incapacitated team mates. You analyzed the situations to the best of your
abilities. You even went out of your way to look for Kaminari. Good job.”

“Thank you, Mr. Aizawa, ribbit”, she smiled and put a finger at the corner of her
mouth.

“Tenya Iida; passed. You managed to capture Midnight and even though you had a slip
up, you stayed conscious and you outsmarted her. You also assisted in the capture of
Gran Torino. A critique point is that you had to seriously injure yourself to get out of
Midnight’s quirk. This could be fatal in a real scenario. You should avoid doing actions
like this.”

“I understood sir, thank you very much!” He had raised his arms and waved them
around.

“Ochako Uraraka; passed. Together with Asui and Sero you managed to capture
Ryukyu, you also captured Pixie Bob together. Your team work is excellent and the
combination of your attacks is great. You also made sure, that your incapacitated
team mates were safe.”

Ochako smiled brightly, her cheeks were red and she beamed of happiness and joy.

“Mashirao Ojiro; failed. Like Aoyama you got incapacitated by Pixie Bob. You chose to
fight instead of running away. You need to analyze situations like this better.”

“Yes sir” he mumbled.

“Denki Kaminari; passed. You managed to take down two pro heroes, namely Gang
Orca and Present Mic. You used their abilities against each other. Present Mic
however couldn’t judge if it was your strategy or luck that got you this far. But you
passed out after capturing them, which was a minus point. In a real situation this is
really bad, so you need to work on your resistance. Otherwise a great job.”
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Denki smiled happily, he didn’t fail! He felt proud.

“Eijiro Kirishima; failed. You charged in against an opponent you knew who would be a
bad match up. You got immediately captured and then you lost your control to the
feral beast, you seriously injured Fat Gum and who knows what would have happened
if Ashido hadn’t stopped you. You really need to learn how to control the beast!”

Eijiro looked down on his desk. “I know, Mr. Aizawa.”

“Koji Koda; failed. You fought against the Ectoplasm Clones, yet you did not manage
to capture anyone. You needed to be rescued by Jiro from Edgeshot. You helped Iida
get away, sure, but this was not enough to pass the exam.”

Koji nodded. “Yeah, I guessed that I failed.”

“Rikido Sato; passed. But it was barely. You fought well against Hound Dog but you
were on your limit again. Midoriya’s intervention helped you to capture him. But you
managed to hold your own longer this time, you increased the time in which you can
use your quirk, immensely. So, good job.”

He nodded one time. He wasn’t too happy about his passing. He knew that he didn’t
do great.

“Mezo Shoji; passed. You managed to help your team locate the enemies and you
managed to capture Tiger on your own, in a relatively smooth battle. You used your
quirk well and then you continued helping the others. Good job.”

“Thanks.” Mezo mumbled.

“Kyoka Jiro; … failed, because of technicality. You did an excellent job of locating the
enemy and you assisted in the fight against Gran Torino and you managed to capture
Edgeshot. You did really great and under different circumstances you would have
passed. But in order to capture Edgeshot you sacrificed yourself. Self-sacrifice is a
noble deed, and sometimes … it is necessary. But nonetheless this is nothing we can
encourage. In a real scenario, you would be captured or dead. This is why, even though
you did really well, I can not let you pass.”

Kyoka frowned. She knew it but it still felt bad. “I understand.”

“Hanta Sero; passed. You prepared the location with your tape and therefore assisted
in the capturing of Hawks. You immediately went to help Uraraka and Asui to capture
Ryukyu, you also aided in the fight versus Pixie Bob, and you made sure that Ojiro and
Aoyama were safe. You did a really solid job out there.”

“Haha, thank you!” He smiled brightly.

“Fumikage Tokoyami; passed. You managed to capture Hawks with the help of Sero’s
preparations. You also helped in the capture of Best Jeanist. You managed to hold
control over Dark Shadow in the sunlight and you rushed over to help Hagakure. You
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did a really good job.”

Fumikage nodded, he crossed his arms in front of his chest.

“Shoto Todoroki; failed. The plus point is, you didn’t loose control over your inner
beast while using it, but you failed to fight against Endeavor. You improved your skills
with both fire and ice greatly, but it still wasn’t enough.”

“Yes, I failed miserably” he sighed in resignation.

“Toru Hagakure; passed. You used your quirk in excellent ways. You managed to
capture Mandalay and you tricked Fat Gum. You did an outstanding job. You also
displayed good self-defense against Mandalay.”

“Oh, yeah, I got so much better in it, thanks to Izuku and Ochako” she grinned.

“Katsuki Bakugo; passed. We had to think a lot over it. You held your own against the
former big three of UA, but you didn’t capture anyone. And if it weren’t for Midoriya’s
sudden appearance, you would have most likely been captured. Yet, you managed to
keep your cool in a dire situation and you calmed down a feral alpha. That’s why we
decided to let you pass. You did a really good job with Midoriya.”

Katsuki grinned. He was still on a high that he managed to actually help his friend. He
wasn’t a failure of an omega after all.

“Izuku Midoriya; failed. You managed to beat Mirko in a one on one. And even though
fights can sometimes be hard, you used a degree of violence that could have easily
killed someone. But that doesn’t matter in the grand scheme because you got
immediately disqualified, the second you alpha commanded Lemillion. You too gave in
to the beast and you endangered everyone on the battlefield. You, as a prime alpha,
need to be in control of yourself. You might not realize it yet, but if the beast had
taken the complete control over you, no one could have stopped you. You, out of all
feral alphas, need to be in absolute control of your beast.”

“I understand. I will train even harder.” Izuku looked over to Aizawa. Yes he knew it
was a problem. He had to be stronger.

“Hitoshi Shinso; passed. You fought well and you managed to capture me. You also
used me tactically against your opponent. And you did not loose control over yourself.
You did a great job.”

Hitoshi smiled, he wasn’t sure if he had done enough to pass, yesterday.

“Momo Yaoyorozu; passed. You managed to escape Edgeshot, you helped Shinso in
capturing me, and you managed to capture Endeavor. You analyzed the situations
well and came up with solutions. However Todoroki got captured in front of your
eyes. You need to get quicker in some instances.”

“I understand, sir. I’ll try to put the knowledge into good use.” She would work on
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herself. She had to get better, stronger and faster.

“Good, now that this is out of the way, let’s discuss summer camp. Like last year, Class
2-A and 2-B will go on a class trip. And like last year, the students who failed the exam
will go through hell … well, even more than the rest anyway.” He had a diabolic grin
on his face. “The trip will start on August 2 and end on August 7. We won’t give you
the location until the start of the trip.”

Everyone was excited. Even though they knew it would be hell, it was still a class trip.
Katsuki was just relieved that the trip was on the first week of August and not the
week after that.

“To the alphas and omegas, please confirm to me, that none of you is expecting their
rut or heat during that time. Bring the form to me until the weekend.” With that
Aizawa ended the lessons.

The rest of the school day was uneventful, Izuku however planned on meeting up with
All Might again. He needed to know even more about prime alphas.
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